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Across

1. What part of the brain regulates the 

flow of hormones and governs other glands?

6. What does REM stand for?

11. What word would mean, to carry away 

from?

15. Which lobe brain is in charge of vision?

16. What does phrenia mean?

17. The (blank) encompasses the medulla 

oblongata, pons, and the midbrain

23. What root word means section?

24. What does cephal/o mean?

28. What does LP stand for?

29. What do we call the word under the 

abbreviation ASA in everyday life?

30. What does glangli/o mean?

33. What suffix means fear of?

35. What does CNS stand for?

36. What root word means burning?

37. The cerebellum is the (blank) center

39. What lobe separates the occipital and 

parietal lobes?

40. The hypothalamus regulates (blank)

41. The root word amnes/o means?

Down

2. The primary motor cortex is in charge 

of?

3. What root word means a word or 

phrase?

4. What does HA, H/A stand for?

5. Which part of the brain helps regulate 

temperature?

7. Which part of the nervous system is 

involuntary?

8. What does narc/o mean?

9. What does the prefix af- mean?

10. What is the root word that means 

meninges?

12. What does the suffix -paresis mean?

13. What word would mean split mind?

14. What does ICP stand for?

18. What is the root word that means 

fainting?

19. The root word electr/o means what?

20. What does the prefix polio- mean?

21. The two words ethesi/o and esthet/o 

mean what?

22. The root word comat/o means?

25. Which part of the brain is in charge of 

personality?

26. What prefix means similar or beside?

27. What prefix means four?

31. What is the abbreviation for 

neurological intensive care unit?

32. The root word meaning sensitivity to 

pain

34. The suffix -phasia means?

38. What part of the brain is in charge of 

sleep/dreaming?


